Contact us
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Address: Hilley Farm, Pentre, Nesscliffe,
		 Shropshire, SY4 1BP
Phone:		 01743 343403
Email:		info@e4environment.co.uk
Website: www.e4environment.co.uk

Who we are
E4environment is an environmental consultancy that has been
providing professional, practical advice and expertise to both
the private and public sector on a wide range of environmental
issues since 2000. We pride ourselves on providing a professional,
friendly and supportive service, allowing the client to achieve their
project aims; comply with legislation; save resources and money;
and improve their environmental credentials.
We also offer products that support businesses to enhance and
manage their green credentials and legal compliance obligations.

Agricultural Services
You do the farming, we do the form-filling

We understand how daunting it can be to keep the farm running
and at the same time, keep up to date with the never ending
paperwork. We can offer you a full range of agricultural services
to remove the stress, ensure you are compliant and up to date,
and enable you to consider new ways to develop your business.

Grants and Funding
With great success and experience, E4environment will help
farms identify what funding and grants are available for projects,
giving advice and guidance, before taking on the form filling for
the application process.

Management systems and
Assurance schemes
There is an ever increasing requirement to provide evidence of
good practice. This usually means endless paper work comprising
risk assessments, plans, procedures and record keeping. If this
is a daunting prospect, we can not only provide a paper and
electronic system, we can ensure that records are regularly
updated, permits renewed and any other reports organised.
We can do as much or as little as you need leaving you to do
the farming.

Renewables
We offer a comprehensive service, starting from an initial
feasibility study/business plan that will give you all the financial,
technical and legal information you need to assess whether it
is the right choice for your farm. There may also be other cost
savings to you, and we can offer advice on claiming Feed in
Tariffs (FITs), or the possibility of accessing a grant.

Packaging regulations
Are you a farm business that packages its own products on site?
Do you handle more than 50 tonnes of packaging waste and
have a turnover of more than £32million? If the answers are yes,
you should be aware of the Producer Responsibility Packaging
and Waste Regulations. We have nearly 20 years’ experience
of working in this area and with a wealth of successful projects
behind us.

ESOS
At E4environment, we can guide companies through complying
with ESOS. We can carry out the appropriate audits and help
identify cost effective energy saving methods for you,
making it as simple as possible to meet the mandatory
reporting requirements.

Environmental Permits
Certain activities require an environmental permit or exemption
from the Environment Agency. If you’re about to install chicken
or pig sheds, or an AD plant you will need to apply for a
permit before operating. Certain waste activities also need
permits such as accepting rubble for filling in farm tracks. This
can be a complex process and requires an understanding of
environmental issues. We can advise on the right permit and
complete the application on your behalf.

Crop assurance management system for
a mixed arable and livestock farm
E4environment put a paper and electronic system in place
to support a farmer bogged down with endless paperwork,
procedures, risk assessments and record keeping. In addition,
we make regular contact to update records and provide reminders
where action is required. This has taken the stress out of the
inevitable compliance audits.

Energy audit for arable farm with
packing plant
E4environment carried out an energy audit to satisfy the
requirements of the regulations. The audit also led to a provided a
number of solutions to improve efficiency and reduce energy costs.

Agricultural grant for farming equipment
We helped a Shropshire farmer successfully apply for various
granted funds to purchase GPS precision farming equipment
through the LEADER funding. But also using STEPS funding for
pesticide wash down system.
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